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LVC-105 Low VOC EnviroFIVE CLEARCOAT 
 

OVERVIEW 

PPG technology has been present at every major milestone in refinish development and 
is recognised for staying ahead of the stringent OEM requirements.   

Today is no exception. PPG is proud to introduce LVC-105 EnviroFIVE CLEARCOAT, 
the fastest and best clearcoat on the market. 

                   

PRODUCT INFORMATION 

PPG EnviroFIVE Clearcoat dries at a real 5 minutes at 60°C with outstanding final 
appearance and without any compromise on quality, ease of use or the size of repair.   

 

Using the latest game-changing clearcoat technology, PPG has developed a unique 
product: a high speed drying clear with a winning combination of unparalleled finish appearance, 
hardness, excellent polishing properties, easy application and flow from the gun. 

  

LVC-105 is clearly not just another fast clear! You get all these benefits whilst drying 

to a flawless mirror-like finish in just 5 minutes at 60 °C.  

 

With PPG EnviroFIVE Clearcoat, you can be assured that 5 minutes drying time at 60 °C 
is the real deal, and where other clearcoats lose in quality at such a speed, you can rely on LCV-
105 to deliver the exact same fantastic OEM clearcoat appearance every time in that very short 
time. 
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

FEATURE BENEFIT 

Dry in 5 mins @ 60˚C, 20 mins @ 40˚C 
and Air Dry in 90 mins 

Significant energy savings and fast process times, 
increasing throughput in the bodyshop 

Easy to apply and hard out the oven with 
a glossy mirror like finish  

User-friendly, providing confidence in a high 
quality repair -first time 

The same product can be used for any 
repair type, even for the largest areas. 

Reduced stockholding (one clearcoat for all sized 
repairs)  

Ideal clearcoat for Hybrid vehicles Bodyshops cannot allow the batteries to get 
above 50°C. With only 5 minutes at 60°C LVC-
105 becomes a good option. 

Long pot life for a fast clear Spot repair, panel repair and even full respray 
with no compromise on final appearance. 

 

ORDERING 

Line Shade Item Description 

LVC-105/5L EnviroFIVE CLEARCOAT/5L 

LVH-555/5L LOW VOC EnviroFIVE HARDENER/5L 

LVT-520/5L LOW VOC ENVIROFIVE ACCELERATED THINNER/5L 

LVT-530/5L LOW VOC ENVIROFIVE HIGH TEMP ACCELERATED THINNER/5L 

LVT-540/5L LOW VOC ENVIROFIVE EXTRA HIGH TEMP ACCELERATED THINNER/5L 

 

PRODUCT AVAILABILITY 

These products are now available from your PPG Distributor.  
 

Kind regards, 

The Refinish Product team 


